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Pistol Carbine Policy. 

Pistol Carbine has now been approved for use at Auckland Pistol Club. 

 

What is a Pistol Carbine? 

A Pistol Carbine consists of a B Category firearm (Pistol) and an approved Pistol Carbine Conversion Kit.  

Put together, it allows you to shoot your B Category Pistol in a rifle carbine type configuration.  

Note:    It is NOT a rifle chambered in a pistol calibre. 

 

 

Why would you shoot a Pistol Carbine? 

The reason Auckland Pistol Club is now allowing these Pistol Carbine Conversion Kits to be used is to allow club 

members that shoot 3Gun to practice their rifle skills for 3 Gun competitions.  

Pistol Carbine Conversions can be shot at the club and not breach our current range standing orders because at the 

centre of the conversion is still a B endorsed Pistol. 

 

 

Which Pistol Carbines can I shoot at APC? 

Only the types of Pistol Carbine conversion kits approved by the committee can be used at the club. Anyone found 

shooting a Pistol Carbine Conversion kit not listed as approved will have their club membership revoked and will no 

longer be a member of Auckland Pistol Club. 
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Pictures of approved Pistol Carbine Conversion Kits. 

There are three types of Pistol Carbine Conversion Kits which have been approved by Committee for use at Auckland 

Pistol Club. 

If you are not using one of these, then it is not approved for use by the committee.  

Severe penalties are in place if you are caught shooting an un-approved PCC. 

 

If you are  not sure,  ask fi rst!!!  
 

1. The MechTech       2.   The Hera Arms Triarii  

Carbine Conversion Kit                   Carbine Conversion Kit 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. The CAA Roni Carbine      4.  FAB Glock KPOS Carbine 

Conversion Kit                        Conversion Kit 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

        5.  Dark Force Carbine 

             Conversion Kit 
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Safety rules for Pistol Carbine at Auckland Pistol Club. 

 

 Pistol Carbine Conversion Kits must be assembled in the safety zone. Then a chamber flag must be inserted 

and the PCC placed into the provided PCC rack, or alternatively they can be put back into a gun bag covering 

the PCC. 

 

 If you are bringing your Pistol Carbine Conversion assembled complete-with-pistol to the club, then it is to be 

treated like any other firearm and checked in the safety zone, before being chamber flagged and placed in 

the PCC rack or put back into a gun bag. 

 

 When a competitor comes to the line they are required to be ready. They may either choose to retrieve their 

PCC from the rack or unbag their PCC in the safety zone then come to the line. We do not want to be bagging 

and un-bagging on the line or at the completion of a course of fire. 

 

 When a competitor brings their PCC from the rack or from the safety zone, the muzzle will remain pointing 

upwards. The chamber flag is to remain in place until they are given the command to “Load and Make 

Ready”. 

 

 Pistol Carbine Conversions can be moved between ranges and back and forth to the PCC rack so long as the 

chamber flag is clearly visible and the muzzle is pointing upwards. 

 

 The start position for shooting Pistol Carbine is “Port Arms” with the muzzle low – unless otherwise specified 

in the stage start description. 

 

 PCCs are not to be staged or placed on the range until the competitor has been given the command “Load 

and Make Ready” 

 

 At the end of shooting the stage, under the guidance of the Range officer, the competitor will clear the PCC 

and insert the chamber flag, then either return the PCC to the rack or take back to the safety zone to bag. 

 

 At this time, it is not acceptable for competitors to wear their PCC in a sling while on the range.  
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Rules. 

For simplicity sake the rules for PCC at Auckland Pistol Club will follow the current IPSC handgun rules with the 

exception of Section 5.2 Holster and other competitor equipment (and rules pertaining to use of a holster) and 

Section 8.1 Handgun Ready Conditions – where the PCC will either be loaded (with safety mechanism applied) or an 

unloaded start. 

 

Divisions. 

To reduce any confusion the club will recognise two divisions. 

Standard Division 

Minimum power factor for Major 170 

Minimum power factor for Minor 125 

Minimum bullet weight No 

Minimum bullet calibre / cartridge case length 9 x 19mm 

Minimum bullet calibre for Major 10mm 

Maximum ammunition velocity 1500 fps 

Minimum trigger pull No 

Maximum size No 

Maximum magazine length No 

Maximum ammunition capacity No 

Optical/electronic sights No 

Compensators, ports, sound and/or flash suppressors No 

 

Open Division 

Minimum power factor for Major 160 

Minimum power factor for Minor 125 

Minimum bullet weight 120 grain for Major 

Minimum bullet calibre / cartridge case length 9 x 19mm 

Minimum bullet calibre for Major 10mm 

Maximum ammunition velocity 1500 fps 

Minimum trigger pull No 

Maximum size No 

Maximum magazine length No 

Maximum ammunition capacity No 

Optical/electronic sights Yes 

Compensators, ports, sound and/or flash suppressors Yes 
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